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universally compatible bearing in mind any devices to read.
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Causality and Chance in

Modern Physics - David Bohm

1957

In this classic, David Bohm was

the first to offer us his causal

interpretation of the quantum

theory. Causality and Chance in

Modern Physics continues to

make possible further insight

into the meaning of the

quantum theory and to suggest

ways of extending the theory

into new directions.

Quantum Theory. (Second

Printing.). - David Bohm 1952

An Ontological Basis for the

Quantum Theory - David Bohm

1987

Quantum Theory: a Crash

Course - BRIAN. CLEGG

2019-07-30

Quantum Theory: A Crash

Course teaches you everything

you need to know about this

complex subject, breaking it

down into 52 digestible topics.

The book is divided into four

chapters, covering various

aspects of the theory: Its

foundations and principles Its

probabalistic nature and

concepts The wide range of

scientific interpretations Its

practical applications in our

lives Each chapter contains an

overview, timeline and four

biographies, followed by thirteen

illustrated topics, each broken

down into microscopic chunks.

'The Main Concept' explains the
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main concept of the subject,

while 'Drill-Down' provides

further detail or a different angle

to enhance understanding.

Finally, 'Matter' provides a

fascinating or unusual fact. This

is the perfect crash course for

budding quantum theorists.

Bell's Theorem and Quantum

Realism - Douglas L. Hemmick

2011-10-03

Quantum theory presents a

strange picture of the world,

offering no real account of

physical properties apart from

observation. Neils Bohr felt that

this reflected a core truth of

nature: "There is no quantum

world. There is only an abstract

mathematical description."

Among the most significant

developments since Bohr’s day

has been the theorem of John

S. Bell. It is important to

consider whether Bell’s analysis

supports such a denial of

microrealism. In this book, we

evaluate the situation in terms

of an early work of Erwin

Schrödinger. Doing so, we see

how Bell’s theorem is

conceptually related to the

Conway and Kochen Free Will

theorem and also to all the

major anti-realism efforts. It is

easy to show that none of these

analyses imply the impossibility

of objective realism. We find

that Schrödinger’s work leads to

the derivation of a new series of

theoretical proofs and potential

experiments, each involving
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“entanglement,” the link

between particles in some

quantum systems. .

Emergent Quantum Mechanics

- Jan Walleczek 2019-04-02

Emergent quantum mechanics

explores the possibility of an

ontology for quantum

mechanics. The resurgence of

interest in "deeper-level"

theories for quantum

phenomena challenges the

standard, textbook

interpretation. The book

presents expert views that

critically evaluate the

significance—for 21st century

physics—of ontological quantum

mechanics, an approach that

David Bohm helped pioneer.

The possibility of a deterministic

quantum theory was first

introduced with the original de

Broglie-Bohm theory, which has

also been developed as

Bohmian mechanics. The wide

range of perspectives that were

contributed to this book on the

occasion of David Bohm’s

centennial celebration provide

ample evidence for the physical

consistency of ontological

quantum mechanics. The book

addresses deeper-level

questions such as the following:

Is reality intrinsically random or

fundamentally interconnected?

Is the universe local or

nonlocal? Might a radically new

conception of reality include a

form of quantum causality or

quantum ontology? What is the
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role of the experimenter agent?

As the book demonstrates, the

advancement of ‘quantum

ontology’—as a scientific

concept—marks a clear break

with classical reality. The

search for quantum reality

entails unconventional causal

structures and non-classical

ontology, which can be fully

consistent with the known

record of quantum observations

in the laboratory.

Beyond the Quantum - Michael

Talbot 1986

Quantum Theory: A Very Short

Introduction - John

Polkinghorne 2002-05-30

In simple language, without

mathematics, this book explains

the strange and exciting ideas

that make the subatomic world

so different from the world of

the every day. It offers the

general reader access to one of

the greatest discoveries in the

history of physics and one of

the oustanding intellectual

achievements of the twentieth

century.

Quantum Theory: Elements -

David Robert Bates 1961

The Quantum Dissidents - Olival

Freire Junior 2015-01-10

This book tells the fascinating

story of the people and events

behind the turbulent changes in

attitudes to quantum theory in

the second half of the 20th

century. The huge success of
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quantum mechanics as a

predictive theory has been

accompanied, from the very

beginning, by doubts and

controversy about its

foundations and interpretation.

This book looks in detail at how

research on foundations

evolved after WWII, when it was

revived, until the mid 1990s,

when most of this research

merged into the technological

promise of quantum information.

It is the story of the quantum

dissidents, the scientists who

brought this subject from the

margins of physics into its

mainstream. It is also a history

of concepts, experiments, and

techniques, and of the

relationships between physics

and the world at large, touching

on themes such as the Cold

War, McCarthyism,

Zhdanovism, and the unrest of

the late 1960s.

Quantum Theory and the Flight

from Realism - Christopher

Norris 2000

Quantum Theory and the Flight

from Realismis a critical

introduction to the long-standing

debate concerning the

conceptual foundations of

quantum mechanics, and the

problems it has posed for

physicists and philosophers

from Einstein to the present.

Quantum theory has been a

major influence on

postmodernism, and presents

significant challenges for
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realists. Clarifying these

debates for the non-specialist,

Christopher Norris examines the

premises of orthodox quantum

theory and its impact on various

philosophical developments. He

subjects a wide range of

opponents and supporters of

realism to a high and equal

level of scrutiny. Combining

rigor and intellectual generosity,

he draws out the merits and

weaknesses from opposing

arguments.

The Quantum Theory - Edwin

Plimpton Adams 1923

Foundations of Quantum Theory

- Alfred Landé 1955

Quantum mechanics - A. Bohm

1993

The Age of Entanglement -

Louisa Gilder 2009-11-10

In The Age of Entanglement,

Louisa Gilder brings to life one

of the pivotal debates in

twentieth century physics. In

1935, Albert Einstein famously

showed that, according to the

quantum theory, separated

particles could act as if

intimately connected–a

phenomenon which he

derisively described as “spooky

action at a distance.” In that

same year, Erwin Schrödinger

christened this correlation

“entanglement.” Yet its

existence was mostly ignored

until 1964, when the Irish
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physicist John Bell

demonstrated just how strange

this entanglement really was.

Drawing on the papers, letters,

and memoirs of the twentieth

century’s greatest physicists,

Gilder both humanizes and

dramatizes the story by

employing the scientists’ own

words in imagined face-to-face

dialogues. The result is a richly

illuminating exploration of one

of the most exciting concepts of

quantum physics.

Quantum Legacies - David

Kaiser 2022-06-16

"Physicists have grappled with

quantum theory for over a

century. They have learned to

wring precise answers from the

theory's governing equations,

and no experiment to date has

found compelling evidence to

contradict it. Even so, the

conceptual apparatus remains

stubbornly, famously bizarre.

Physicists have tackled these

conceptual uncertainties while

navigating still larger ones: the

rise of fascism, cataclysmic

world wars and a new nuclear

age, an unsteady Cold War

stand-off and its unexpected

end. Quantum Legacies

introduces readers to physics'

still-unfolding quest by treating

iconic moments of discovery

and debate among well-known

figures like Albert Einstein,

Erwin Schrèodinger, and

Stephen Hawking, and many

others whose contributions have
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indelibly shaped our

understanding of nature"--

Everyday Quantum Reality -

David Grandy 2010

Grandy shows that one can find

quantum puzzles, or variations

thereof, in the backyard of

everyday experience.

The Principles of Quantum

Theory, From Planck's Quanta

to the Higgs Boson - Arkady

Plotnitsky 2016-09-26

The book considers

foundational thinking in

quantum theory, focusing on the

role the fundamental principles

and principle thinking there,

including thinking that leads to

the invention of new principles,

which is, the book contends,

one of the ultimate

achievements of theoretical

thinking in physics and beyond.

The focus on principles,

prominent during the rise and in

the immediate aftermath of

quantum theory, has been

uncommon in more recent

discussions and debates

concerning it. The book argues,

however, that exploring the

fundamental principles and

principle thinking is

exceptionally helpful in

addressing the key issues at

stake in quantum foundations

and the seemingly interminable

debates concerning them.

Principle thinking led to major

breakthroughs throughout the

history of quantum theory,

beginning with the old quantum
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theory and quantum mechanics,

the first definitive quantum

theory, which it remains within

its proper (nonrelativistic)

scope. It has, the book also

argues, been equally important

in quantum field theory, which

has been the frontier of

quantum theory for quite a while

now, and more recently, in

quantum information theory,

where principle thinking was

given new prominence. The

approach allows the book to

develop a new understanding of

both the history and philosophy

of quantum theory, from

Planck’s quantum to the Higgs

boson, and beyond, and of the

thinking the key founding

figures, such as Einstein, Bohr,

Heisenberg, Schrödinger, and

Dirac, as well as some among

more recent theorists. The book

also extensively considers the

nature of quantum probability,

and contains a new

interpretation of quantum

mechanics, “the statistical

Copenhagen interpretation.”

Overall, the book’s argument is

guided by what Heisenberg

called “the spirit of

Copenhagen,” which is defined

by three great divorces from the

preceding foundational thinking

in physics—reality from realism,

probability from causality, and

locality from relativity—and

defined the fundamental

principles of quantum theory

accordingly.
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The Undivided Universe - David

Bohm 1993

In The Undivided Universe,

Professor David Bohm, one of

the foremost scientific thinkers

of the day and one of the most

distinguished physicists of his

generation, presents a radically

different approach to quantum

theory. With Basil Hiley, his co-

author and long-time colleague,

an interpretation of quantum

theory is developed which gives

a clear, intuitive understanding

of its meaning and in which

there is a coherent notion of the

reality of the universe without

assuming a fundamental role for

the human observer. With the

aid of new concepts such as

active information together with

non-locality, a comprehensive

account of all the basic features

of quantum theory is provided,

including the relativistic domain

and quantum field theory. The

new approach is contrasted with

other commonly accepted

interpretations and it is shown

that paradoxical or

unsatisfactory features of the

other interpretations, such as

the wave-particle duality and

the collapse of the wave

function, do not arise. Finally,

on the basis of the new

interpretation, the authors make

suggestions that go beyond

current quantum theory and

they indicate areas in which

quantum theory may be

expected to break down in a
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way that will allow for a test.

Quantum Theory and the Schism

in Physics - Karl Raimund

Popper 1982

Quantum Theory - Guillaume

Adenier 2006-01-05

This Växjö conference was

devoted to the reconsideration

of quantum foundations. Due to

increasing research in quantum

information theory, especially on

quantum computing and

cryptography, many questions

regarding the foundations of

quantum mechanics, which

have long been considered to

be exclusively of philosophical

interest, nowadays play an

important role in theoretical and

experimental quantum physics.

Causality and Chance in Modern

Physics - D. Bohm 1957

Introduction to the Quantum

Theory - David Park 2005-09-13

Geared toward upper-level

undergraduates and graduate

students, this self-contained first

course in quantum mechanics

covers basic theory and

selected applications and

includes numerous problems of

varying difficulty. 1992 edition.

Prologue to Super Quantum

Mechanics - Victor Vaguine

2012-03

Since its foundation more than

eight decades ago, quantum

mechanics has been plagued

by enigmas, mysteries and

paradoxes and held hostage by
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quantum positivism. This fact

strongly suggests that

something is fundamentally

wrong with the quantum

mechanics paradigm. The best

scientific minds, such as Albert

Einstein, Louis de Broglie,

David Bohm, Richard Feynman

and others have spent years of

their professional lives

attempting to find resolution to

the quantum mechanics

predicament, with not much

success. A shift of the quantum

mechanics paradigm toward a

deeper physics theory is long

overdue. The Prologue is an

introduction by Victor Vaguine

of a fundamentally new

quantum mechanics paradigm

which he calls Super Quantum

Mechanics (SQM). The theory

and concept will be further

expanded in a companion book

Conceptual and Philosophical

Foundations of Super Quantum

Mechanics (February 2013). In

contrast with quantum

mechanics, which remains an

enigmatic and mysterious

science full of paradoxes, SQM

is an ontological science. The

SQM is a giant step in the

progression of quantum

mechanics toward a deeper

physics theory. Fulfilling

Einstein’s dream, the

centerpiece of SQM is an

elementary quantum

entity/event which can be

visualized by humans. Each

quantum entity is tangible with
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all its physical attributes at all

times and not hanging in limbo.

The philosophy of SQM is non-

local realism. SQM brings non-

locality dimension into focus

and into system. Einstein

stubbornly rejected non-locality,

in effect imposing a subjective

constraint on objective reality.

He thus missed a supreme

opportunity of a lifetime to free

quantum mechanics from the

detrimental influence of

quantum positivism and to bring

it to a deeper level. In contrast

with the Standard Model of

particle physics, which assumes

elementary particles as point-

like with no structure, SQM

states that elementary particles

(and forces) have dimension

and structure. Based on three

fundamental reasons, Victor

Vaguine declares that the string

theory is not valid scientific

theory. The author ventures into

cosmology by declaring intrinsic

connections of SQM with the

origin of the Universe through

his original concept of absolute

quantum entanglement at the

pre-Big Bang state. Victor

Vaguine states that the

inflationary multiverse theory is

scientifically invalid and

replaces it with a concept of

Uni-Universe, a new term

coined by the author. The Uni-

Universe is an assembly of

habitable universes in 4-

dimensional space. Each

individual universe, such as our
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Universe, is sharply and

uniquely defined. Based on the

law of fine tuning, the author

estimates: • expected time of

arrival of humans on the cosmic

scene versus actual timing •

size of our Universe (unknown

to science until now) • the

extent of the habitability in the

Milky Way galaxy, the observed

Universe and our Universe • a

time window for emerging

intelligence in our Universe.

Never ending scientific progress

is presented as a series of

curtains, each hiding a

fundamentally new scientific

paradigm. None of the curtains

can be opened by logic or

mathematical formalism

alone—requiring instead great

intuition and counter-intuition.

Victor Vaguine declares that the

lethal combination of

materialism and quantum

positivism is an impediment to

scientific progress in theoretical

physics and cosmology. The

book, written at a high scientific

level, contains minimal

mathematical formalism and is

accessible for laypersons with

intellectual curiosity.

Quantum theory - 1973

Quantum Leaps: How Quantum

Mechanics Took Over Science -

Jeremy Bernstein 2019-01-03

In the early years of its

conception, J Robert

Oppenheimer spoke of quantum

theory as a subject that was
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'unlikely to be known to any

poet or historian.' Yet, as

Bernstein notes, in just sixty-

odd years, one can find at least

nine million entries on Google

under the rubric 'quantum

theory' — from poets and

historians, as well as film critics

and Buddhist monks. How did

quantum mechanics enter

general culture so

pervasively?Having studied the

subject for over a half-century,

Jeremy Bernstein returns in this

second edition to enlighten

readers with a witty insider's

perspective on the development

of quantum theory as well as its

loopholes. It is also a

scintillating account of the

interplay between brilliance and

fallibility in humankind, even in

the key figures who have

shaped common understanding

of quantum theory — such

eminent figures include Niels

Bohr, the Dalai Lama, Tom

Stoppard, and most notably,

John Bell who made pioneering

contributions in quantum

physics.At once thought-

provoking and intellectual, this

semi-autobiographical popular

science book is highly

recommended for readers with

rudimentary knowledge of

science history, philosophy, and

naturally, physics.

Quantum Theory - D. Bohm

1956

The Emergent Multiverse -
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David Wallace 2012-05-24

Presenting a striking new

account of the 'many worlds'

approach to quantum theory,

aka the Everett interpretation,

David Wallace offers a clear

and up-to-date survey of work

on this theory in physics and in

philosophy of science.

Quantum Theory - David Bohm

2012-04-25

This advanced undergraduate-

level text presents the quantum

theory in terms of qualitative

and imaginative concepts,

followed by specific applications

worked out in mathematical

detail.

Bohmian Mechanics and

Quantum Theory: An Appraisal

- J.T. Cushing 1996-09-30

We are often told that quantum

phenomena demand radical

revisions of our scientific world

view and that no physical theory

describing well defined objects,

such as particles described by

their positions, evolving in a

well defined way, let alone

deterministically, can account

for such phenomena. The great

majority of physicists continue

to subscribe to this view,

despite the fact that just such a

deterministic theory, accounting

for all of the phe nomena of

nonrelativistic quantum

mechanics, was proposed by

David Bohm more than four

decades ago and has arguably

been around almost since the

inception of quantum mechanics
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itself. Our purpose in asking

colleagues to write the essays

for this volume has not been to

produce a Festschrift in honor

of David Bohm (worthy an

undertaking as that would have

been) or to gather together a

collection of papers simply

stating uncritically Bohm's views

on quantum mechanics. The

central theme around which the

essays in this volume are

arranged is David Bohm's

version of quantum mechanics.

It has by now become fairly

standard practice to refer to his

theory as Bohmian mechanics

and to the larger conceptual

framework within which this is

located as the causal quantum

theory program. While it is true

that one can have reservations

about the appropriateness of

these specific labels, both do

elicit distinc tive images

characteristic of the key

concepts of these approaches

and such terminology does

serve effectively to contrast this

class of theories with more

standard formulations of

quantum theory.

Introduction to Dynamical Wave

Function Collapse - Philip

Pearle 2024-01-30

Quantum theory (QT) is the

best, most useful physics theory

ever invented. For example,

ubiquitous are cell phones,

laser scanners, medical

imagers, all inventions

depending on QT. However,
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there is something deeply

wrong with QT. It describes the

probabilities of what happens,

but it does not give a

description of what actually

happens. Most (but not all)

physicists are not worried about

this flaw, the probabilities are

good enough for them. Other

physicists, the author included,

believe that is not good enough.

The purpose of physics is to

describe reality. To not do so is

to abandon 'the great

enterprise' (John Bell). This

book shows one way to alter

QT so that the new theory does

describe what actually happens.

This theory, created over three

decades ago, has been called

the 'Continuous Spontaneous

Localization' (CSL) theory.

Many experiments over this

period have tested CSL, and so

far it is neither confirmed nor

refuted. This book shows how

CSL works, and discusses its

consequences. Ideal for

academic students, graduates

and practising scientists and

physicists seeking a deeper

understanding of the quantum

realm, this book provides

accessible explanations and

sheds light on the interplay

between probability and reality

in the realm of quantum theory.

Quantum Paradoxes - Yakir

Aharonov 2008-09-26

A Guide through the Mysteries

of Quantum Physics! Yakir

Aharonov is one of the pioneers
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in measuring theory, the nature

of quantum correlations,

superselection rules, and

geometric phases and has been

awarded numerous scientific

honors. The author has

contributed monumental

concepts to theoretical physics,

especially the Aharonov-Bohm

effect and the Aharonov-Casher

effect. Together with Daniel

Rohrlich, Israel, he has written

a pioneering work on the

remaining mysteries of quantum

mechanics. From the

perspective of a preeminent

researcher in the fundamental

aspects of quantum mechanics,

the text combines mathematical

rigor with penetrating and

concise language. More than

200 exercises introduce readers

to the concepts and implications

of quantum mechanics that

have arisen from the

experimental results of the

recent two decades. With

students as well as researchers

in mind, the authors give an

insight into that part of the field,

which led Feynman to declare

that "nobody understands

quantum mechanics". * Free

solutions manual available for

lecturers at

www.wiley-vch.de/supplements/

Quantum Leaps - Jeremy

Bernstein 2009-10-15

Quantum Leaps is a lively,

erudite book on a subject that

Bernstein has lived with for

most of its history. His
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experience and deep

understanding are apparent on

every page. Including

recollections of encounters with

the theory and the people

responsible for it, Jeremy

Bernstein's account ranges from

the cross-pollination of quantum

mechanics with Marxist ideology

and Christian and Buddhist

mysticism to its influence on

theater, film, and fiction.

Making Sense of Quantum

Mechanics - Jean Bricmont

2018-03-30

This book explains, in simple

terms, with a minimum of

mathematics, why things can

appear to be in two places at

the same time, why correlations

between simultaneous events

occurring far apart cannot be

explained by local mechanisms,

and why, nevertheless, the

quantum theory can be

understood in terms of matter in

motion. No need to worry, as

some people do, whether a cat

can be both dead and alive,

whether the moon is there when

nobody looks at it, or whether

quantum systems need an

observer to acquire definite

properties. The author’s

inimitable and even humorous

style makes the book a

pleasure to read while bringing

a new clarity to many of the

longstanding puzzles of

quantum physics.

Quantum Mechanics in Phase

Space - Cosmas Zachos 2005
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Wigner's quasi-probability

distribution function in phase

space is a special (Weyl)

representation of the density

matrix. It has been useful in

describing quantum transport in

quantum optics; nuclear

physics; decoherence, quantum

computing, and quantum chaos.

It is also important in signal

processing and the

mathematics of algebraic

deformation. A remarkable

aspect of its internal logic,

pioneered by Groenewold and

Moyal, has only emerged in the

last quarter-century: it furnishes

a third, alternative, formulation

of quantum mechanics,

independent of the conventional

Hilbert space, or path integral

formulations.In this logically

complete and self-standing

formulation, one need not

choose sides ? coordinate or

momentum space. It works in

full phase space,

accommodating the uncertainty

principle, and it offers unique

insights into the classical limit of

quantum theory. This invaluable

book is a collection of the

seminal papers on the

formulation, with an introductory

overview which provides a trail

map for those papers; an

extensive bibliography; and

simple illustrations, suitable for

applications to a broad range of

physics problems. It can provide

supplementary material for a

beginning graduate course in
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quantum mechanics.

The Quantum World - David

Chapple 2012

What is quantum physics?

Quantum physics is the physics

of sub atomic particles, and,

unlike the predictable format of

classical physics, quantum

physics appears to be totally

indeterminate, which makes it a

very exciting subject to study. In

this book, we look at the energy

associated with quantum

particles, usually photons of

electromagnetic radiation. We

then examine how to determine

the distance between electron

shells in hydrogen atoms, and

finally we consider the Rydberg

constant which will enable us to

calculate the wavelength of the

photons that can be emitted

from an electron collapse

between shells. We also

consider the time independent

form of the Schrödinger

equation in order to examine

the phenomenon of quantum

tunnelling. We then consider the

philosophical side of quantum

theory, not least of which is the

multiple state theory, which, of

course, is mathematically

faultless. We complete our book

by examining the possibility that

the whole Universe developed

all possible histories and when,

so called, intelligent life evolved,

the finely tuned constants of the

Universe were locked in our

part of the history.

David Bohm - Olival Freire
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Junior 2019

This authoritative biography

addresses the life and work of

the quantum physicist David

Bohm. Although quantum

physics is considered the

soundest physical theory, its

strange and paradoxical

features have challenged - and

continue to challenge - even the

brightest thinkers. David Bohm

dedicated his entire life to

enhancing our understanding of

quantum mysteries, in particular

quantum nonlocality. His work

took place at the height of the

cultural/political upheaval in the

1950's, which led him to

become the most notable

American scientist to seek exile

in the last century. The story of

his life is as fascinating as his

ideas on the quantum world are

appealing.

30-Second Quantum Theory -

Brian Clegg 2014-07-03

The bestselling 30-Second...

series takes a revolutionary

approach to learning about

those subjects you feel you

should really understand. Each

title selects a popular topic and

dissects it into the 50 most

significant ideas at its heart.

Each idea, no matter how

complex, is explained in 300

words and one picture, all

digestible in 30 seconds. 30-

Second Quantum Theory

tackles a mindbendingly

mysterious area of physics,

introducing the 50 most
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significant quantum quandaries

and ideas. In a world where the

quantum physics of electronics

is an everyday essential and

new quantum developments

make headline news, you will

visit Parallel Worlds, ride Wave

Theory, and learn just enough

to talk with certainty about

Uncertainty Theory and to

untangle the mysteries of

quantum entanglement.

Introduction to Quantum

Mechanics - David J. Tannor

2007-01-31

Introduction to Quantum

Mechanics covers quantum

mechanics from a time-

dependent perspective in a

unified way from beginning to

end. Intended for upper-level

undergraduate and graduate

courses this text will change the

way people think about and

teach quantum mechanics in

chemistry and physics

departments.

Quanta and Reality - 1962


